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one with inherently racist, sexist, and xenophobic attitudes toward alien “bodies” whose
“secrets” the state seeks to “inscribe” on official records—misunderstands the inherent institutional logic of the modern, mass, bureaucratic state apparatus and its own relentless
imperatives for accurate identification and
classification. Similarly, Cole’s notion that
fingerprinting made recidivism real by documenting individuals’ repeat offenses, thus
“telling magistrates what they wanted to
know,” reduces the numbing reality of recidivism to a mere epiphenomenon. Here Cole’s
justifiable abhorrence of the conflation of
identification techniques with genetic theories
and schemes (something that occurred in fingerprinting’s early history before examiners
distanced themselves from geneticists and
palm readers alike, and something that one
hears again in current debates about the capabilities of DNA technology) leads him to ignore the hard realities of, say, robbery or drugtrafficking as occupations. Criminal records,
anchored by full sets of inked fingerprints to
ascertain identities, do help police and magistrates trace the main contours, though scarcely
the details, of robbers’ and drug dealers’ careers. It makes lively reading to deconstruct
authorities’ sometimes blundering, often futile
efforts to penetrate the opaque social reality of
crime as well as officials’ regularly maladroit
explanations for such thankless work with atthe-time persuasive vocabularies. But sometimes a fingerprint is just a fingerprint.
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generates a single dimensionless number, the are strongly needed.
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